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10 GEOLOGY OF THE LEFROY
GOLDFIELD
by D. I. Gro-res
ABSTRACT
A detailed geologica! examination of the Lefroy Goldlleld

was conducted between June and September. 1964. The investigation was designed to delineate the known gold-bearing lodes
as accurately as possible and investigate the posslblUty of goldbearing leads throughout the area In order to select possible
targets for diamond drilling by the Department <>f MInes. The
mine workings are now inaccessible and any informa.tion about
them is taken from earUer reports and mine plans available at
the Department of Mines.
INTRODUCTION
Lefroy Is sltuated on the north coast of Tasmania some 27
miles from Launceston and 5 miles from the northern coastline.
It Is connected to both George Town and Launceston by a sealed
road, the lIna! 2-3 miles In each case being a first class gravel road.
It Is also connected to Pipers River and to the coast (CurrIe River)
by gravel roads.
The topographY of the area is one of gentie slopes and sluggish
streams. The hlUs rise to aI:>out 650 feet and descend gradually Into
the main valleys some 200 feet above sea. level. The central area
is drained by Blanket Creek which fiows along the eastern edge
o! the auriferous belt. Sludge Creek and New Chum Creek drain
the NW gold.bearlng area and both fiow NE to Join Blanket Creek.
The SW area Is drained by Slaty Creek and Its tributaries.
A fairly detailed account of mining at Lefroy was given by
Broadhurst (1935) and only a brief summary Is given below.
Gold was first discovered at Specimen Hill by S . Richards
and party In 1869 and the Reward MIne was opened. The eastern
part of the Land-O'-cakes and the East Volunteer were opened at
this time and the township of Nine-Mile SpringS was formed
centring on these mines. A westward extension of prospecting
resulted in the discovery of the rich Golden Point and Native Youth
lodes and Lefroy township sprang up around this nucleus. These
mines were worked out within three years and the town became
practically deserted. DIscovery of the Chum, Land-O'-Cakes and
Golden Era reefs revived mining In the area and by 1881 rich
returns were being obtained fI:Om the Chum Reef and further values
obtained from the New Native youth Mine. By 1884, however, these
reefs had become exhausted and once more the field collapsed.
A further reviVlll occurred in 1891 with the discovery of the
Pinafore lode by J . T. Stubs and party which Indirectly led to reopening of the Volunteer reef. Production from the field steadilY
Increased until 1895 when 21,544 oz gold valued at £86,401 was
recovered.
A mining 'b oom was prevalent in 1895 with 20 companies
working In the Lefroy field, the main producers being the New
Pinafore and Volunteer Mines and later the West Volunteer Mine.
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In 1896 another slump in mining occurred and the New Pinafore
and Volunteer Mines engaged in a project of deep sinking with
Government assistance to a depth of 1200 feet, but little payable
ground was found. Following this exploration no large reefs were
discovered although several small reefs ha.ve been worked neaf the
surface and some old mines re-opened. A consistent handicap to
mining throughout the history of the field was the sharp decline
in gold values with increasing depth of operation.
Total production of gold from lodes in the field. according

to Department of Mines statistics, has been estimated as 166,193 oz
the greater part of which (valued at £100,000) was taken prior to
1900. Since that date the estimated yield has been only 7,500 oz.
Alluvial gold estimated at 5,000 oz has also been recovered.

The literature available on the Lefroy Goldfield is nat extensive.
The area was first examined 1n 1882 and 1883 by Thureau who
described the geology of the area and the mining operations current
at that time. Thureau considered that the lodes were likely to
prove permanent in depth and recommended deep drilling on the
main lines of lode. In 1883, the possibility of extensive sub-basalt
deep leads was investigated by the Department of Mines by means
of four vertical diamond drill holes, the results being rather disappointing. Four more holes were drilled in 1892, again with disappointing results. Montgomery (897) conducted a more extensive
study of the Held, and he also recommended prospecting at greater
depths in the existing mines.
Twelvetrees visited the area in 1899 to study the deeper workings in the Volunteer Mine to a depth of 1253 feet. Although no
payable lode was found below the 463 feet level, Twelvetrees recommended deeper prospecting as the lode channel was distinct at
depth and he considered .. that tbere was a likelihood of the fissure
recovering its original IDling of quartz ". A further report by
Twelvetrees in 1907 drew attention to the area between the known
auriferous areas of Lefroy and Back Creek and suggested extensive
prospecting there.
Nye visited the ..rea in 1925 to investig..te the Golden Zone
M1ne, and no further work was undertaken until a general survey
by Broadhurst in 1935. Broadhurst emphasized the importance at
exploitation of the sub-'b asalt deep lead deposits, which were
subsequently drilled by the Department of Mines between 1937 and
1938 with little more success than the previous investigations.
Blake (1938) described the drill cores and concluded that the gold
obtained was negligible and provided little encouragement tor
further drilling. BroaClhurst further suggested that the decline at
gold values wi~h depth in the lodes (most being unpayable at
100-400 feet) was due to surface enrichment and concluded that
deep drilling of existing mines was unwarranted, and that future
development of the field depended on the discovery of new reets.
However, further investigation of several of the known lodes was
carried out by the Department of Mines with diamond dr1lling
designed to intersect the lodes at depths of 120-800 feet. This
dr1lling ..Iso met with little success.

The latest report on the area is a summary of the geology at
the Lefroy Goldfield by Hughes (1953),
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STRATIGRAPHY

The basement rocks of the area are strongly cleaved siltstone,
sandstone and slate of the Mathinna Beds. The gold deposits are
virtually confined to a sequence of cleaved coarse siltstone and fine
sandstone which are apparently overlain to the SW by coarse
sandstone and underlain to the NE by slate and quartzite. The
sequence trends NW and dips generally to the SW. Basal conglomerate of Permian age unconformably overlies the Mathinna
Beds to the SW of Lefroy, and Tertiary gravel, conglomerate and
siltstone overlie the Mathinna Beds in the Lefroy area. This
Tertiary sequence is covered by basalt flows which are themselves
possibly overlain by further gravel, conglomerate, siltstone and
clay. ascribed to the Tertiary-Quaternary.
MATHINNA BEDS

Slate and Quartzite

Slate and quartzite occw' in a NW -trending succession to the
NE of Lefroy, forming a series of steep NW ridges. They also
occur as thin but traceable units within a predominantly siltstone
succession to the SW of the main slate sequence. Here they again
form distinct NW-trending ridges and can be traced continuously
for a little more than a mile.
The slate where fresh is dark grey to black, strongly cleaved

and phyllltic In places. It exhibits strongly developed strain-slip

cleavage with associated crenulation folding. The quartzite (64-235
and 64-239) is pale to dark grey in colour and is an even, ftnegrained rock 'Consisting almost entirely of small recrystallized
quartz grains from 0.03 to 0.05 mm in diameter. Small quartz
veins are common and small flakes of muscovite occur sporadically,
paralleling a poorly defined cleavage. The evenness of grain size
is a striking feature of the quartzite and may be a result of original
good sorting or of recrystallization.
Associated with the slate and Quartzite is flne quartz siltstone
(64-233), dark grey to black in colour, comprising predominantly
recrystallized quartz grains ranging from 0.005 to 0.1 mm in
diameter. Muscovite flakes are entrained almost continuously along
both the primary and strain-slip cleavages, the latter being well
developed. Small irregular patches of recrystallized quartz up to
0.1 mm in diameter occur sporadically.
Siltstone and Sandstone

A succession of cleaved siltstone and sandstone beds with minor
slate is exposed in the central part of the area, with a structural
thickness of about 8000 feet. The major auriferous lodes are limited
to this succession which apparently overlies the slate-Quartzite
succession to the NE.
The siltstone is- generally yellow-brown and friable with poor
outcrop at the surface. Underground it is pale to dark grey in
colour, with strongly developed cleavage and secondary development of muscovite in places. The siltstone is generally poorly sorted,
a typical example, 64-229, having angular quartz, feldspar and
quartz-siltstone grains with low sphericity from 0.1 to 0.5 mm in
diameter in a matrix of similar grains averaging 0.025 mm in
diameter. The quartz grains exhibit strong unduIose extinction and
are probably recrystallized. The feldspar grains are largely un-
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twinned although some twinned plagioclase does occur. Small
muscovite tlakes up to 0.25 mm in length are common and occur
both as smgle grains and fine shreds elongate along the cleavage.
Ca.!cite veinlet.. are common in 64-324 and small rounded grains
of green pleochroic to non-pleochroic mica occur. These exhibit
properties of mica ranging from chlorite to biotite in composition
and appear to be detritaJ grains.
Sedimentary structures are rare within the sUt..tone a.!though
well developed load cast.. are present in the coarse sUt..tone, and
poorly developed flame structures, somewhat modified by the tater
cleavage, occur in interbedded slate and sUt..tone. Graded bedding
occurs in the coarse sUt..tone-fIne sandstone and is reflected by
curved cleavage faces passing through the graded. horizon.
Coarse Sandstone

A sequence of predominantly cleaved coarse sandstone beds
crops out in the SW part of the area and apparently overlies the
thick sUt..tone sequence previously described. The maximum thickness exposed is 800 feet and the sequence is unconformably overlain by basaJ Permian conglomerate to the SW.
The sandstone is typitled by a massive eharacter and tendency
to form large angular float blocks. It is compositionally Similar to
the siltstone but conta.1ns more siliceous rock fragments and
consists at grains up to 1 mm in diameter. The cleavage is less
well defined than in the siltstone and strain-slip cleavage 1s
generally absent.
PERYlAN

Basal Conglomerat.

Basal conglomerate of Permian age occurs in the SW comer
of the area where it unconformably overlies coarse sandstone of
the Mathinna Beds. The conglomerate rarely crops out SIt the
surface but can be traced by the occurrence of pebbles and boulders
derived from It. The boulders generally consist of quartzite, quartz,
granite and conglomerate lithologically similar to the OWen Conglomerate and it.. correlates, including the Cabbage Tree Hill Conglomerate at Beaconsfield. Broadhurst (1935) described outcrops
of the conglomerate in a prospecting shaft at the Londonderry
Mine and recorded faceting and grooving of pebbles in several cases.
TERTIAlty

Sub-basalt Sedimenta11l Sequence

Deposits of gravel. sandstone and clay occur beneath the basalt
which forms the bottom of the present valleys in the area. Diamond
drill holes suggest that two main basalt flows flUed an origina.!
Tertiary river valley. and that accumulations of sediments were
deposited on the valley floor to a maximum proven depth of 90
feet prior to extrusion of the first basa.!t flow. Deposition aJso
occurred between extrusion of the basalt flows to a maximum depth
of 50 feet. The basa.!t sediment.. have also been intersected in
workings of the Pinafore. Golden Era. Oo'lden Heart and Morning
Star mines where they have been mined for alluvia.! gold. FossUized
tree stumps and fragments of lignite were common in the workings
and were also found in the two major sedimentary horizons
intersected in the drill cores (Fig. 13 ).
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The original stream 'b eds can be interpreted from Fig. 13 as
the base of the sub.;basalt sedimenta indicates the shape of the
original land surface. It can be seen that the pre-basalt streama
lIowed Just E of the present streama and that probablY a Junction
occurred SE of the present junction. The gradient of both prebasalt streams indicated on this d.Ia4Iram Is approximatelY 1 in 25
while the gradient of the present drainage Is 1 in SO. The depth
of the pre-basalt stream bed in the PInafore Company worltlngs was
about 230 feet below the present surface. ThIs indicates an average
grade of 1 in 5 for the pre-basalt stream in this area. The banks
of the stream in the Morning Star workings apparently had a slope
of 1 in 2. suggesting that precipitous conditions existed with rapids
and waterfalls probably present.

Precipitous conditions are also suggested by the occurrence of
immense boulders of sandstone found in the workings of the PInafore alluvial deep lead mine and by coarse gold in most of the
alluvial worklngs.
Basalt

A fairlY extensive sheet of basalt IIl1s the valley lIoors of
Sludge and Blanket Creeks. It crops out rarely In the stream beds
and on the flanks of the hills but is generally represented on the
surface by red clay so11 partially covered by surface gra.vel.

•

The bore holes put down to test sUb...;basalt leads intersected
two basalt 1I0ws separated by a maximum thickness of 50 feet
of sedlmenta. Boreholes Nos. 1. 2 and 3 (1883) apparently intersected. continuous basalt which may be a smgle .ftow as represented
in Figure 13 or two flows with no intervening deposition. The latter
is possible as these boreholes were drilled furthest upstream. In
borehole No. 1 (1892). four basalt layers separated by thin beds of
sediments were intersected. The uppermost basalt is approximately
the same thickness as the second basalt in the other boreholes and
is considered equIvalent. The other basalts are approximately 11
feet. 11 feet and 28 feet thick. the last being the lowest. The total
thickness of the lower basalts corresponds with the thickness of the
lower basalt elsewhere and it is -p ossible that it comprises three
separate flows with only local intervening deposition. However, as
bcrehole No.2 (1892) was only 300 feet E of No. 11 ( 892 ) and did not
intersect intervening sediments. the hYpothesis appears less sound.
Further drilling would be required to determine the shape 01 these
bodies before their origin can be fully discussed.
The basalts could not be examined at depth as the drill cores
are no longer available. Basalts examined at the surface differ
slightly in composition. particularlY in their olivine content. The
most common variety present is an olivine basalt (64-231. 64-340)
comprising a high proportion of subhedraJ olivine crystals up to 3
mm in diameter. associated with labradorite laths up to 1 mm in
length and augite grains up to 0.5 mm in diameter. which tend to
be sub-ophitic towards the feldspar. The pyroxene granules are
generally pale pink in colour and rarely pleochroic indicating that
they are possibly titanl1erous. A tIne felsitic groundmass is rarely
present interstitial to the feldspar and pyroxene. In specimen No.
64-340 , granules of partIally devitrifted green-brown glass. up to
0.4 mm in diameter, are present in the interstices and are spatially
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associated with line needles of ilmenite or magnetite. The rock
approaches an olivine-dolerite in texture and exhibits features akin
to the Branxholm Type of Edwards (1950) which is common in NE
Tasmania.

A further variety of basalt occurring near Lefroy comprises
large phenocrysts of labradorite, up to 5 mm in length, in a line
grained groundmass of feldspar laths and augite granules. 01!vine
is extremely rare. Amygdales of calcite are common throughout
the rock and brown and green devitrtlled glass is commonly interstitial to the augite and feldspar. Small cubes of magnetite or
ilmenite are commonly associated with the groundmass.
The consistent coarse grain siZe of the basalts suggests slower
cool!ng than in the majority of basalt !lows in NE Tasmania. It
is probable that at Lefroy the basalts occupied a series of steep river
valleys thus becoming locally thicker and cooling at a slower rate.
Evidence of baking by the basalts Is rare. SU!ceous conglomerate occurs on the NE side of Sludge Creek and comprises angular
blocks of vein quartz, cleaved siltstone and slate in a cement of
quartz. The conglomerate appears to have been formed by fusion
of quartz grains in the original sedimentary rocks.
TERTIABV-QuATBIlNARY

A sequence of gravel, clay. siltstone and conglomerate occurs
widely tbroughout the area, overlying the Mathinna Beds and
apparently overlying the basalt in places. The sequence is generally
expressed at the surface by accumulations of angular vein-quartz
fragments and is d!1llcult to distinguish from the poorly exposed
Mathinna Beds beneath. It is also d!1llcult to determine whether
at least a proportion of these sediments extends beneath the basalt,
as the vein-quar\a migrates down slope tending to blanket the
basalt. Previous authors considered that the sediments extended
beneath the basalt and that auriferous leads traced in these
sediments passed beneath the basalt. Due to this uncertainty and
19JCk of an exact age for the basalt, the deposits are ascribed to the
Tertiary-Quaternary.
Alternative relwtionships of the Tertiary, Tertiary-Quaternary
and Quaternary sediments are shown in FigUre 14. The sediments,
termed Tertiary-Quaternary gravel. clay. sandstone and conglomerate, may have been deposited following basalt extrusion or may
represent the earliest Tertiary deposits which had been partially
eroded prior to basalt eXitruslon. The latter is more probable
as silicifled conglomerate occurs locally and probably represents
remob!1!zation of quartz due to contact with basalt lava at the
time of extrusion.
The sedimentary sequenee generally occupies the low-lying
country in the Lefroy district. However, well exposed gravel. siltstone and conglomerate occur both capping and flanking low
rounded hllls and have been quarried for road metal in places. They
occur continually over a vertical distance of 100 feet although they
may be merely forming a thin veneer over local bedrock. The
conglomerate generally consists of a high proport1on of angular to
sub-rounded vein-Quartz pebbles and boulders, minor well rounded
Quartzite and conglomerate pebbles and angular blocks of cleaved
siltstone and slate in a sandy to silty matrix. Lenses of well
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compacted siltstone and sandstone, sometimes lignitic, are common.
Ferruginous gravel is rarely present in close association with areas

of basalt outcroP, Bedding in the sediments is generally horizontal
to 6°.
A subdivision is made into two major sections (a) clay. sand

and gravel and (b) gravel, sandstone and conglomerate. This is
based on infrequent exposures in gravel pita and topographic expression of the sediments as surface exposure of both sequences is
remarkably similar. Both sequences contain alluvial gold and have
been worked in places.
RECENT

Alluvium

Thin deposits of clay and gravel occur in the present river
valleys and probably represent Recent re-working of Tertiary-

Quaternary deposits, Small swampy areas generally del!neate the

areas of Recent alluvium which are very limited. The alluvium
is auriferous and has been worked in places.
STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY
FoLDING

Evidence of folding in the Mathinna Beds Is l!mited by poor

exposure. The sedimentary rocks generally strike a.t 310o_3400M and
dip W at varying angles. although In the vicinity of the lodes they

are somewhat disturbed.
The sequence is not demonstrably overturned generally but an
exposure of overturned siltstone and slate does occur on the George
Town road. The sequence strikes at 310 0M and dips 70°_80 ° SW,
whl!e the cleavage dips W at only 10· in the siltstone and 40· -70·
in the slate, Small flame structures. sl!ghtly modified by the cleav-

age, are also inverted. The cleavage is strongly • refracted' and in
the slate horizons is practically pa.ra.llel to bedding. The exposure
indicates the existence of at least one anticline, slightly overturned

to the east (Figure 23) and It Is probable that folds of equivalent

style occur throughout the area.
Secondary deformation is suggested by the occurrence of
widespread strain-slip or crenulation cleavage (Rickard, 1961),
particularly in thin slate horizons intemedded with cleaved siltstone.

In thin section (64-233. 64-234) it Is evident that the crenulation

cleavage in places is far stronger than the primary cleavage. The
latter is crenulated, the micro-folds being bounded by discrete
zones of oriented sericite parallel to their axial planes. Some
cleavage slip occurs. In general, the crenulatlon cleavage and
primary cleavage have a similar strike but dip in opposition.
Folded primary cleavage occurs at several localities. It can
be demonstrated that cleavage planes. oblique to' bedding, fonn
small asymmetrical flexural folds. Crenulatlon cleavage is strongly
developed in the axial region and is generally parallel to the axial
plane of the folds although slightly oblique examples occur rarely.
Lineations markedly oblique to the fold axes occur but are
apparently not related to the crenulation cleavage. Lineations
generally indicate a plunge of less than 10° for these folds. Anastomosing macroscopic crenulations are associated with the crenulation cleavage in places. The flexural style of folding shown by
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cleavage blocks Indicates that the crenulation cleavage formed as
a result of folding and not vice versa.
The distribution of strain-sUp or crenulation cleavage in the
slate-quartzite sequence was found to be heterogeneous. The
examina.tion was confined to adjacent strike ridges, where float
blocks in places exhibited strong 'CrenuIation cleavage and in
others none. Primary cleavage throughout the area predominantly
dips west but in the NE section several easterly dips were recorded.
This, together with the occurrence of the folded cleavage previously
described. and structures described by Marshall (in press) from
Back Creek suggest that gentle secondary folds subparallel to the
overfolded primary folds occur in the area. By analogy with the
smaller folds. the large folds are probably open lIexural folds which
form a gentle anticlinal structure. indicated by reversal of dip in
the cleavage. The occurrence of zones where crenulation cleavage
has been more intensely developed than in other slmllar lithologies suggests zones of more extreme deformation. Sooh zones may
represent the axial regions of the larger gentle folds.
Hence. the Mathinna Beds between Lefroy and Back Creek
may form a secondary gentle anticlinal structure although the
primary structures are largely overfolded.
FAULTING

t

Faulting is prevalent throughout the Lefroy area, with three
fault sets predominant. Much of the information on the faults
comes from previous reports on the underground workings as surface
exposure is poor.
The auriferous lodes themselves fill a series of strong fractures
across which there has been displacement. The fraetures are subparallel with a bearing of 70'-80'M and generally dip to the south.
although the lodes in the central part of the field (New Native
Youth, Hit or Miss, and Australasian and McIvor) dip steeply to
the north. The fractures have dips varying from vertical to 65°.
In places the fractures exhibit signs of repeated movement with
the formation of slickensides and crushing of Quartz to fault
rubble and pug. Several generations of Quartz may be present due
to repeated openings of the fracture. In places the fracture has two
distinct walls, up to 200 feet apart, with the intervening siltstone
and slate strongly deformed and vein Quartz introduced. along small
tension fractures.
Two further sets of fractures occur in the area, trending
approximately NW -SE and NE-SW. These can be seen in Figure
15 which represents joints and fractures measured over limited
exposures in the area. The fractures and joints generally have
steep dips but Broadhurst (1935) recorded that the faults themselves
generally have a low angle of dip. In several mine shafts it Is
evident that the NW -SE and NEwSW fractures deflect on the
EwW lode fractures; this is indicative but not conclusive of an
older age for the latter (Anderson. 1942). This age relationship has
also been suggested by Broadhurst (1935) based on the underw
ground workings where NW-SE and NE-SW faults displace the
aurtferous Quartz lodes. Thureau (1882) sketched. a series of NW -SE
faults which displace the Quartz lode in the New Native Youth Mine
consistently to the south. indicating that the faults are downthrowing to the NE or that the east side has moved south. The
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resultant movement is probably due to a combination of both
horizontal and vertical movements.
The auriferous lodes are confined to the thick siltstone sequence
in the central part of the area, the E-W fractures lying in a NW
trending zone. This suggests that the fractures were fonned preferentially due to difference in competence between successions.
If differential movement has occurred. it would have taken place
on planes subparallel to the boundaries of the different successions.
As Broadhurst (1935) suggested, under this stress pattern the
E- W lode fractures would have been tension fractures and the NWSE and NE-SW faults conjugate shear fractures. Geometrically this
is identical with fracture patterns produced experimentally by Mead,
as shown In Billings (1947, p. 105). This would also explain the age

relationships of the sets, as the tension fractures would have been
the first fanned .

ECONONUC GEOLOGY
LoDE DEPOSITS

The extent and formation of the gold-bearing lodes have been
discussed previously. The fractures can be traced on the surface for
about a mile and proved continually to a depth of 1250 feet. The
gold. however, is limited in economic quantities both laterally and at
depth although present in trace amounts throughout the fractures
(Figure 16).
The gold is generally associated with vugby quartz on the
footwall and / or hangingwall of the fractures. It is found in association with stibnite and cervantite, a mixed antimony oxide formed
by oxidation of stibnite, and more rarely with pyrite, chalcopyrite
and arsenopyrite. Vitreous white quartz is common, particularly in
fault zones and small fractures but is generally non-auriferous.
The association of gold with sulphides was most clearly shown in
the Clarence Mine where free gold was extremely rare but pyrite
assayed up to 22 oz gold per ton. A small pocket of pyritic ore at
the 800 feet level in the New Pinafore Mine is reported to have
assayed 33 dwt gold per ton. and represents the only concentration of gold found below 400 feet in the mines.
The predominant feature of the mining field is the consistent
decline in gold values below the 300-400 feet levels, and. in many of
the smaller mines, the marked decrease at only 100 feet, although
Quartz may fill the lode channel. The New Pinafore and Volunteer
Mines were extended to a depth of 1200 and 1250 feet respectively
but yielded very little gold although the lode channel in each case
was distinct. Gold values generally declined from about 1 oz per
ton in the upper levels to less than 2 dwt per ton at depth.
The decline in gold values was attributed to a process of surface
enrichment by Broadhurst (1935) who Quoted figures showing a
marked decrease in fineness, i.e. increase in impurities, of the gold
with depth. Broadhurst calculated that at least 2000 feet of the
upper lode must have been eroded and much of the gold from this
lode carried down in solution to attain the gold values encountered
between 0-400 feet. This 1s dependent also on the relative rates
of erosion and solution of the gold, the rate of the latter essentially
being the greater. Broadhurst also suggested that the gold was
precipitated from solution by the sulphides and that pyrite, which
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is fairly common in the lodes, fonned ferric sulphate which was
a solvent for gold. However. both Krauskopf (1951> and Cloke and
Kelly (1964) have since shown that the solubUity of gold is negligible

except in acid chloride solution in the presence of a strong oxidiz-

Ing agent.
Surface enrichment of gold Is poorly documented but examples
given by Lindgren (1933. p. 859) Indicate -t hat there Is little enrich-

ment of gold in oxidized zones or as at Mt Morgan. Queensland,

deposition or supergene gold "ccurs only In the lower part or the
oxIdized zone. Enrichment in gold values to the extent suggested
at Lefroy does not appear to be supported by the llterature. The

presence of free sulphides and general absence of oxidIzed minerals
other than cervantlte in the upper levels is also unusual for an

enriched zone. although decrease In quallty of the gold with depth
Is generally indicative or Increase In sulphides. as at the Tasmania
MIne. Beaconsfield (Noldart. 1964) . However. gold enrichment is
not recorded from the upper levels at Beaconsfteld although It is
probable tha.t sut1ace oxIdatIon has taken place. It would therefore
appear that special conditions must have prevailed if surface enrichment has resulted in the recorded distribution of gold values at
Lefroy.

Many of the lodes contained satisfactory gold values at the
surface but were only worked at very shallow depths, presumably
due to a rapid decline in gold values below 100 feet. These include
the Old Comrades. Perpetual, EQullla, White Plnatore. Welcome,
Nugget, Australasian and McIvor, Prince of Wales, Brisbane,
Tablier, Monkland, Windermere, Rifleman and Leefloyd Reefs.
These were all described in some detaU by Montgomery (1897) and
Broadhurst (1935) and the known workings are shown in Figures
16 and 23. A brief description of the larger mines and exploration
carried out since Broadhurst (1935) is given below.
Chum Reef

The Chum R eef is one of the longest and most continuous reefs
in the Lefroy field and consists largely of gold-<bearlng quartz with
minor pyrite and stibnite. It has been worked to a maximum depth
of 500 feet and from the mine plans appears to have been stoped
out almost continually over the explored length and depth. Three
boreholes were drilled by the Department of Mines in 1935 to
Intersect the lode alOng Its proven length at a depth of 800 and 900
feet with very little success: 8 feet of core at 825 feet in No. 1
bore assayed 9 grains of gold and 6 grains of silver per ton and
No. 3 and 4 bores intersected only a trace of gold.
Pinafore Reef

The Pinafore Reef comprises a series of quartz veins in a wide
fault zone. and is generally obscured by overlying Tertiary gravel
and basalt. It has been worked extensively to a depth of 300
feet with fair success. The reef was tested in depth by underground
mining to 1200 feet. small pockets of fairly rich ore occurring ..t
800 and 1080 feet. Extensive driving and crosscutting was carried
out at 1200 feet and five lodes were intersected, aU proving unpayable. Small amounts of gold were found In the Pinafore
lode at this level but were uneconomic.
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Golden Era Reel
This reef has been worked to a maximum depth of 240 feet.
where gold values were high In the ....t drive on the main lode. The

auriferous quartz extended underfoot but the mine was closed due
to water problems and lack of capital. Four -boreholes were drilled
by the Depamnent of Mines In 1936-37 to Intersect this lode at
depths ranging from 175 to 350 feet. generally with poor results.
Borehole No. 11. however, intersected 3 feet of pyritic material at
332 feet assaying 7 dwt 8 grs gold and 6 dW·t 19 gI'1! silver to the ton.
Clarence Ree!

Broadhurst suggested that the Clarence Reef has been faulted
to form. ,two main branches, the North Clarence and South Clarence
Reefs. The North Clarence Reef has been worked from the Clarence
Shaft to a depth of 209 feet and two small patches of ore stoped
out to the east of the shaft. The gold was associated with pyrite
which assayed up ·t o 22 oz 8 dwt per ton. The South Clarence Reef
has been worked from the East Clarence and Golden HeaN Shafts
to a ma.xlmum depth of 220 feet. In the East Clarence MIne the
main ore shoot pitches shallowly to the west and several good
crushings have been taken from this shoot.
Morning Star Reel

This reef has 'b een worked to a depth of 420 feet In the Morning
Star Mine. Satisfactory gold values were obtained to the east of the
shaft in the upper levels and to the west in the lower levels. The
available infonnatlon suggests a west plunging ore-body which
became unpayable at the 420 feet level. Four boreholes were drilled
by the Department of MInes to intersect the orebody along the
probable extension of the westerly plunge. Results of the drilling
were not encouraging, !borehole No. 4A intersecting the only gold
reoorded, which occurred in a zone 35 feet wide averaging 11.65
grs gold and 4.1 grs silver per ton at a depth of 562 feet.
New Native youth Reel

The New Native youth Ree! was one of the richest In the field
and included the City of Launceston, New Native youth and Excelsior MInes. The reef. a hard quartz lode. was investigated to a
depth of 800 feet. Stoping was carried out along its length to a
depth of 400-500 feet but below this the lode proved uneconomic.
A few small patches of gold are recorded from the 800 feet level.
Golden Point and Crawn Ree!
This reef is unusual as it trends NE. It is a short reef and

occurs in strongly fractured siltstone and slate, with numerous
irregular quartz veins. The longitudinal section of the reef Indica.tes
two near-vertical shoots of ore to a maximum depth of about 330
feet. It is not recorded whether the reef was investigated at a
greater depth.
Land-O' -Cakes Reef

This line of lode has been traced for nearly a mile on the surface
but was only worked to any e"tent in the Land-O'-Cakes Mine.
It was stoped to a depth of about 200 feet, exploration down to the
400 feet level indicating a rapid decline in gold values. Four
boreholes were drilled by the Department of Mines In 1938. three

1
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to test the lode a.t depth and one to test the western extension
of the lode. A trace of gold was found In most of the boreholes but
the results were not encouraging,

Volunteer Reef

The Volunteer Reef has been worked over a length of about
4000 feet and lodes probably continuous with the reef have been
cut over a greater distance. The main workings were the Volunteer.
West Volunteer and East Volunteer Mines which worked the lode
tg a depth of ai>out 630 feet although the better gold values occurred
above 460 feet. with the richest ore between 225 and 300 feet. The
lode was explored at depth by underground mlnlng to 1250 feet but
only very small quantities of gold were found at this depth. The
longltudlnal section of the reef indicates a fairly shallow westerly
plunge. A possible extension of the ore along this plunge was
drllied by the Department of MInes In 1936-37. two boreholes falling
to Intersect any gold-bearIng lode.
SECONDARY DEPOSITS

Sub-Basalt Leads

The dlstrlbutlon of bhe pre-basalt sediments has been discussed
previously and is shown in Figure 13 which Is based on diamond
dr!lling In the area.

The basal lead beneath the earliest basalt flow has been worked
from several shafts. generally on the western branch of the prebasalt stream.. The East Pinafore workings intersected gravel and
clay on the western bank of the old stream bed and fairly high
gold values were obtained In the gravel. The old stream bed was
intersected in the Golden Era workings and very coarse gravel
was found containing coarse gold and giving satisfactory pan
prospects on the western bank. The stream bed was also investigated in the New Golden Heart workings where coarse gravel was
intersected containing 13 dwt of alluvial gold per ton, with subsidiary gold in vein-quartz pebbles and boulders. The Pinafore
'Company shaft. about 10 chains north of the Morning Star Shaft.
also intersected the old stream bed which was filled by at least 28
feet of boulder gravel containing samples of free gold up to 2t dwt.
In this mine. work proved unpayable due to the immense boulders
which hampered mining operations. Alluvials were also investigated
:in the Morning Star Mine by the King Prospecting Association but
no gold was found.
Diamond drilling of the deep leads has been largely unsuccessf·ul. except in delineating the old stream beds. The No. 4 bore
(883) is reported to have intersected a basal gravel some 6 feet
10 inches thick which contained some gOld. A further bore No. 4
(1892). was sunk chain SE of the No. 4 (1883) bore but no gold
was found . Two boreholes drilled in 1937 intersected gold -bearing
gravel filling the old valley floor. Bore No. 15 intersected 2 feet
6 inches of coarse gravel assaying 2 dwt 11 grs gold per ton at
260 feet and Bore No. 16 a trace of gold at 297 feet. Blake (1938)
indicated that all the sediments below the lowest basalt were
assayed for gold in the 1937 boreholes although the sediments
between flows were not assayed.

*
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The drilling results, although not very encouraging, indicate
the presence of gold in the sub-basalt gravel. The prospects encountered in the workings where the alluvials were investigated were
far better than those reported from the boreholes although mIn1ng
conditions were d1lllcuit. ThIs suggests that results from the old
boreholes should not be ta.ken as a true indication of the quantity
of alluvial gold but rather as a guide to its presence.
Terti<lT!l-QuaternaT!l Lead.s

Several leads have been traced on the surrface to the point where
they appear to pass beneath the basalt. at which point the workings
have generally been discontinued. The leads of this .type include
the Pinafore. Golden Point and Native Youth Leads.
The Pinafore Lead ha.s been worked from just east of the
Pina40re main shaft to where it passes beneath the basalt near the
Lefroy Deep Leads Company Shaft. Some coarse gold was obtained
from the gravel. Broadhurst suggested that the gravel passes
beneath one of the higher 'basalt flows, but with precipitous conditions existing It Is possible that It passes steeply beneath the
lowest basalt. A similar lead runs along the east side of Sludge
Creek and again appears to pass beneath the basalt north of the
Native Youth lode.
A reconnaissance magnetometer survey was carried out over the
basalt and Tertiary-Quaternary sediments to determine the presence
or 9Jbsence of basalt beneath the gravel. The project met with
little success.

Post-Basalt Leads
In places, gold bearing gravel occurs in the Recent streams in
the area and may be in part reworked Tertiary or TerttaryQuaternary deposits.
CONCLUSIONS
The lode deposits of the area have been extensively prospected
both by mining and drilling with little success. Various theories
have been put forward to explain the sudden decline in gold values
below 8ibout 400 feet. Economically, the impor·t ance lies in the fact
that the gold reefs do apparently decline in values below this depth
throughout the field.
The resources of the sub-basalt leads have been virtually untapped. Several workings have intersected sub-basalt gravel upstream from the confluence of Sludge and Blanket Creeks and
economic deposits have been worked although mtning was difficult.
Drilling results further downstream were rather discouraging but
probably do not give a true Indication of the quantity of gold
present. FurtJher drilling should be carried out on these deposits
with special care to ensure maximum recovery of core, before they
are dismissed as uneconomic. A preliminary borehole to test the
gravel could be sited adjacent to borehole No. 16 (1937). drllled by
the Department of Mines, which intersected gravel containing
minor gold in the pre-basalt stream bed.
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